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“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”

Sports

Sports

News

Two Eastern student leaders will be talking to
the Illinois Board of Higher Education
Story on Page 5

Teaching
options
limited
Peoria no longer an
option for student
teaching at Eastern
By Karen Kirr
Campus editor

Because of a lack of student interest, the
student teaching option in Peoria has been
canceled, said Kathlene Shank, chair of student teaching.
Applications distributed to qualified participants at a student teaching meeting
recently gave students the opportunity to list
their 3 preferences out of the listed teaching
sites for the upcoming fall and spring semesters, Shank said.
“We did not have enough students to
employ (in Peoria) for next fall and spring,”
she said.
The form explicitly said choices are not
guaranteed, Shank said.
“Some things we cannot guarantee,” she
said. “We did not have sufficient interest.”
Shank said in order to keep an option from
being eliminated they need enough students
to equal a 50 percent load.
Without the interest it was necessary to
cut the option.
“I would call it budget considerations,”
she said. “I personally reviewed each form
and not enough students cited Peoria (as a
preference). Some decisions aren’t popular.”
Letters were sent notifying the students
the decision affected, she said.
Shank said she believes the university will
make every effort to get students their first or
second preference, they just will not be going
to Peoria.
She sympathized with students saying she
wished she could please everyone, but that
just is not possible.
“I really care about students and their
feelings,” Shank said. “Anyone who knows
me is aware of that.”

Panthers defeat Austin Peay
in final seconds in front of
5,000 plus crowd
Story on Page 12

Staff writer Anthony Braviere gives
a replay of the final seconds of
Saturday basketball game.

Story on Page 12
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Right: Sojourn rocked the
Rathskeller on Saturday
night in the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
Tony Buser on guitar concentrates on playing one of
the many classic rock songs
covered by the band during
their performance called “A
Rock ‘N’ Roll Journey.”

Above right: Eastern students who attended the
opening of Seventh Street
Underground
in
the
Rathskeller in the Martin
Luther King Jr. University
Union on Saturday, broke
out into dance about midway through the featured
band Sojourn’s performance.
Photos by Sara Figiel /
Photo editor

Students gather at new on campus hangout
By Peter Laesch
Staff writer

More than 115 students danced the night
away as Seventh Street Underground officially opened its doors Saturday night in
The Rathskeller.
Seventh Street Underground is a coffeehouse which was brought to campus by the
student group Sonor.
“This is an official name change, and we
will soon be having awnings and signs
placed in the (Martin Luther King Jr.)
University Union, acknowledging this
change in name,” said Jennifer Landini,
assistant Sonor director.
“Sonor is a Social Norming Group and

a Recognized Student Organization,” said
Steve Bevil, director of Sonor.
Bevil said he was “pleased with their
first opening and happy with the turnout.”
At the coffee house, students had an
opportunity to relax and listen to music with
their friends. The band, Sourjourn, entertained students with plenty of classic rock
music.
“The bands are funded through state
grants and private contributors,” Bevil said.
“Our intent is to keep everything free.”
Most students said they were pleased
with the evening.
“This place is a lot of fun,” said Rebecca
Cooley, a junior history major.
Another student found Seventh Street

Underground to be a good alternative to
other weekend activities.
“This is perfect for someone who doesn’t like the bar scene,” said Andrea Farmer,
a junior Spanish major.
Seventh Street Underground will be
open every Tuesday and Saturday night during the spring.
“We plan to be open from 10 p.m. to 1
a.m. on Saturday night, and on Tuesday
night, we will open slightly earlier – around
8 p.m.,” Landini said.
The coffeehouse will not be open this
Saturday, however, because of administrative scheduling conflicts, she said.
“Next year, in the fall, we hope to be
open every day,” Landini said.

Student reaches lifelong dream by attending Eastern
By Jeremy Pelzer

Student government editor

For Kinga Fratczak, attending
Eastern is a fulfillment of a lifelong
dream.
“I always dreamed of studying
in the United States,” Fratczak, a
junior political science major, said.
“Ever since I was 10-years-old, I
told my family ‘one day I will study
in America’.”

So, after
to life in Charleston.
spending two
“I felt like I was
years at a
in a different world,”
university in
Fratczak said. “I
her native A weekly series featuring a person on campus or in the city came here in July,
city
of
and it was so hot. I
Poznan, in Western Poland, was like ‘I don’t know if I can live
Fratczak turned her dream into a here.’ It was so hot and humid here
reality. Since one of her friends was — I had headaches.”
a student at Eastern, she made the
“I was also very homesick. After
decision to come to Charleston .
one day, I was like ‘I want to go
At first, Fratczak said, it was dif- home!’”
ficult to adjust from life in Poznan
Fratczak also had to become

Monday
profile

familiar with American culture.
“The first day at (Eastern), people said to me ‘hi, how are you?’. In
Poland, it’s not that common. Also,
people here don’t really mean it —
it’s a greeting. In Poland, they really want to find out how you feel.”
Fratczak said that seven months
of living in America has changed
her. She now listens to American
bands such as Third Eye Blind and
Jon Bon Jovi, in addition to standard Polish fare.

Also, she
has become
much more
fluent
in
English.
“It’s really
hard to learn
E n g l i s h ,”
Fratczak said.
“The
first
month here,

Kinga Fratczak

See LIFELONG Page 7

Campus
Spring break spots open three-day
forecast
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By Jennifer Rigg
Activities editor

It’s not too late to devote Spring
Break 2001 to someone other than
yourself.
There are still four sites open for
Alternative Spring Break, sponsored by The Newman Catholic
Center, said Holly Walters, campus
minister and volunteer coordinator
at The Newman Catholic Center.
The Lane Between the Lakes
Project in Golden Pond, Ky. still
has five spots open. Volunteers
work with the USDA Forestry
Service to complete various trail
maintenance projects, such as
clearing trails, building staircases
and bridges and picking up litter,
Walters said.
Volunteers stay in shelters and
cook outdoors throughout the
week. Showers, toilets and sinks
are nearby, Walters said.
The Servants of Mary site in
Cable, Wis. still has two spots
open. This community living and

service project includes prayer,
meeting and working with other
cultures, experiencing life in rural
areas and sharing experiences and
talents with others in the community, Walters said.
Volunteers experience a rural
parish ministry and outreach in a
priestless parish and Native
American Mission work in the
northwoods, Walters said.
The Seltzer Project in St.
Louis, Mo. still has four openings.
These volunteers spend the week
maintaining low income residences for multi-cultural elderly,
Walters said. Volunteers plan and
implement social activities for the
residents. This site is geared
towards gerontology students or
those interested in the field.
This Dismas House Project in
Memphis, Tenn. has three openings. This new site offers a supportive community for ex-offenders who have no family or who
fear that a return to their former
environment might lead to their

return to law-breaking, Walters
said. Volunteers work with the transitional program for recently
released inmates, cooking for residents, sewing, carpentry and yard
work.
One spot still is open for the
Heifer Project International in
Perryville, Ar. The primary purpose of this educational program
is to increase hunger awareness and
help impoverished families worldwide become more self-reliant
through the gift of livestock and
training, Walters said.
Activities include general ranch
work, a ropes challenge course and
other projects.
The deadline for applications
was last Friday, but Walters said
people are still welcome to go.
Those who are interested need to
call The Newman Catholic
Center at 348-0230 for an application or just stop by the center.
Interested volunteers need to
get applications in as soon as
possible, Walters said.

Adam J. Deffenbaugh, 20, of the
2200 block of Ninth St. was cited at
1:48 a.m. on Jan. 24 at the same
address for purchase and acceptance
of alcohol by a minor.

■

Obscene conduct
■ Dar’Keith Lofton, 19, of Douglas

Hall was cited at 1:49 a.m. on Jan.
27 on the 400 block of Polk Ave. for
obscene conduct and public urination.

Retail theft
■ Dale E. Jenkins Jr., 21, of the 400
block of N. Fourth St. was cited at
7:15 p.m. on Jan. 23 at 2250
Lincoln Ave. for retail theft from
Wal-Mart Supercenter.

Correction
Bill Ruthart / Staff photographer

A little patriotism

By mail:
The Daily Eastern News
Buzzard Hall
Eastern Illinois University
Charleston, IL 61920

Six-year-old Taylor Ware, of Marshall, rounded up a round of applause after she kicked off the men’s basketball game
Saturday night by singing the National Anthem in Lantz Gymnasium.
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Matthew P. Podgorski, 20, of
2200 block of Ninth St. was cited at
1:48 a.m. on Jan. 24 at the same
address for purchase and acceptance
of alcohol by a minor.
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By foot: The Daily Eastern News
is located in the south end of
Buzzard Hall, which is at Seventh
Street and Garfield Avenue next
to the Tarble Arts Center and
across the street from the Life
Science Building.
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What’s on
tap?

An article in Friday’s edition of
The Daily Eastern News incorrectly reported the parking lot External
Relations would be dealing with.
The parking spaces are on
Fourth Street and Grant behind the
Physical Science Building.
The News regrets the error.

Special events open to all students, faculty, staff and community members can be published in What’s on tap. Events limited to specific groups or organizations or regularly scheduled events can be published in CampusClips. To have your event included send
details, including time, date, place and cost, to cucds6@pen.eiu.edu or bring a written statement to 1811 Buzzard Hall.

Tuesday
■ 6 p.m., “When Children Want Children:
Urban Crises of Teenage Childbearing,”
Effingham Room, Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
■ 7:30 p.m., Dudley House Open Poetry
Reading, 895 Seventh Street.
■ 5 p.m., Problem Solving 30-Minute Student
Workshop Series, Ninth Street Hall Room
2016.

Wednesday

Thursday

9 a.m. to p.m., National TRIO Day,
Effingham Room, Martin Luther King Jr.
Univeristy Union.
■ 3 p.m., “The Role of High Courts in
Economic Policy - A Constitutional Economics Analysis, Lumpkin Hall Room 127.
■ 5 p.m., Problem Solving 30-Minute Student
Workshop Series, Ninth Street Hall Room
2016.

■ 7 p.m., Still Life Artist, Maria Tomasula,
speaks at Tarble Arts Center.
■ 7 p.m., Open auditions for No Exit and Jack
Tales at Doudna Fine Arts Building

■
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Cox,Weyhaupt will speak before
IBHE on salaries,student fees
By Jeremy Pelzer

Student government editor

Kate Mitchell / Assoc. photo editor
Justin Leege (left), of Chicago, and Josh Jones, of Charleston, have a jam session in Morton Park in Charleston on Sunday afternoon.

Faculty senate
to review models
By Joseph Ryan
Administration editor

The Faculty Senate will be discussing the three recommended
administrative models for technology enhanced and delivered education
at Eastern.
The recommended models were
devised by the Technology
Enhanced and Delivered Education
steering committee and were
released last Wednesday for campus
input.
“I like to describe the three goals
as one that coordinates existing units,
one that moves existing units and
one that creates new units,” Bob
Augustine, chair of the steering committee, previously said.
“The committee will accept feedback until March 2 and the committee will then analyze the comments
and make a recommendation to
(Lida Wall, interim vice president for
academic affairs) near the end of the
month,” Augustine previously said.
Chair of Faculty Senate James
Tidwell, professor of journalism,
said it will be up to senate members
if they want to choose a specific
model to endorse; because he is a
member of the TEDE committee he
will abstain from all voting on the

matter.
Augustine said the final decision
on what model will be chosen will be
left up to Eastern President Carol
Surles.
A schematic and written summary of each of the models will be
available on the Internet at
http://www.eiu.edu/~acaffair/tede.ht
m and feedback may be e-mailed to
TEDE@eiu.edu.
In other business, the senate will
be hearing updates on the vice president for academic affairs and vice
president for business affairs search
committees.
Senate member John Best, professor of psychology, said at last
week’s meeting the search committee would be meeting on Feb. 2 to
review the 46 applications for the
position of vice president for academic affairs.
The committee hopes to cut down
the applications to 12 or so and then
start contacting references to get the
number down to eight, Best previously said.
From there, five people will be
interviewed in Indianapolis, Ind. and
then a list of three people’s
“strengths and limitations” will be
sent to Surles, who will have the final
decision, Best previously said.

Student Body President Katie M.
Cox and Speaker of the Senate Adam
Weyhaupt were designated on
Saturday by the Illinois Board of
Higher Education’s Student Advisory
Committee to speak on Sunday before
the Illinois Board of Higher Education
about faculty salary increases and student involvement in student fees.
Cox and Weyhaupt, along with
Student Senate members Hugh
O’Hara and Joe Robbins, were
Eastern’s delegates to the IBHESAC’s bimonthly meeting, held this
past weekend in Edwardsville.
The IBHE-SAC is a committee
composed of college students from
around the state to advise the IBHE on
students’ ideals and concerns.

Weyhaupt and Cox said they will
address the IBHE along with two
other IBHE-SAC delegates in
Chicago on Tuesday.
The IBHE, composed of delegates
from public, private and community
colleges in Illinois, sets policies, coordinates activities, and decides the
annual budget for all public colleges
and universities in Illinois, including
Eastern, Weyhaupt said.
Cox said she will address the
board on the importance of faculty
salary increases for public higher education, a topic she said hits close to
home for her.
“Our faculty here at Eastern are
simply not paid what they’re worth,”
Cox said.
Weyhaupt said he will deliver a
presentation on the importance of student involvement in the student fee

approval process.
The IBHE-SAC has asked the
IBHE to clearly define what constitutes a “student fee,” and requested
that the IBHE seek student input
before raising fees at colleges and universities in Illinois.
“It’s important to be representing
issues that are important to students
of both Eastern and the whole state,”
Weyhaupt said.
Both Cox and Weyhaupt said they
were honored to represent the IBHESAC.
O’Hara was also named election
teller for the public sector by the
IBHE-SAC. He will supervise elections for the committee’s executive
board later this year.
Both Weyhaupt and Cox are members of the IBHE-SAC executive
board.

Off-campus senate seats remain empty
By Jeremy Pelzer

Student government editor

Off-campus students continue to
be under represented in the Student
Senate as several off-campus senate
seats remain vacant because of lack of
response.
At one time last month, a quarter
of all off-campus senate seats were
left vacant because of resignations
and scheduling conflicts. When the
senate solicited off-campus students
to fill the vacancies, they received
only one reply, said Adam Weyhaupt,
speaker of the senate.
Comparatively, Weyhaupt said the
senate received eight applications for
the three available on-campus senate
seats this semester.
As a result of their lack of
response, off-campus students are
receiving less representation in the
Student Senate. Last week, the senate

approved a bylaw change reducing the
number of off-campus seats by one,
relabeling it as an on-campus seat.
Weyhaupt said the difficulty in
filling the seat was a factor in relabeling it.
“We would rather have one more
student representative than an empty
seat,” said Student Body President
Katie M. Cox.
Weyhaupt said that off-campus
seats have traditionally been hard to
fill. However, Weyhaupt said he has
“absolutely no idea” as to why it has
been so difficult to fill them.
Other senate members have different theories as to why the senate can’t
find new off-campus senate members.
Senate member Dwight Nelson
said that one reason off-campus students are so apathetic toward Student
Government is because most are
upperclassmen, and therefore are
focused more on graduating than tak-

ing part in the Student Government.
Also, Nelson said, the very fact
that off-campus students live off-campus plays a part.
“There’s less of an incentive for
off-campus students to take an interest
because different things like housing
matters doesn’t affect them,” Nelson
said. “There’s less of an incentive for
them to be involved.”
Off-campus senate member Corey
Wilson said another problem could be
the lack of publicity regarding open
senate seats.
Wilson said he heard about the
open position only because he had
friends on the senate.
“Otherwise, I probably wouldn’t
have heard about it,” Wilson said.
Wilson also said many students
living off-campus don’t have the time
to be involved in Student Senate.
“It’s just a matter of people giving
up the time,” Wilson said.
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Wishful
thinking

t is the dead of winter. Snow has, thankfully, stopped
falling and the sun has finally shown itself after a weeklong hiatus, giving central Illinois residents a quick
glimpse of what spring and summer will bring.
Mother Nature is beginning to show what a tease she can
be, leaving almost everyone in the area wondering if the
weather will finally warm up for good.
But no group of people are anticipating the warm weather
more than the construction workers working on Eastern’s
steam tunnel project.
The project has rendered the portion of Garfield Avenue
that runs through the heart of
useless. The conSteam tunnels project campus
struction began at the beginEastern is naive if it believes it
ning of the fall semester and
will see the Garfield Street
was originally supposed to be
sidewalks open by Feb. 28.
completed in November.
Weather has wreaked
havoc with the project since the very beginning, causing delays
when the area flooded following a rainstorm in October.
Now Mother Nature has struck again. But this time, is it
really her fault?
For the project to be completed, the frost must be out of the
ground when the filling and compacting starts. To do this, the
temperatures must remain above freezing for 25 days.
Carol Strode, interim director of facilities, planning and
management, said the university was anticipating the project
would be finished 36 days from Jan. 9.
Yes, that is right, the university was counting on 25 days of
above freezing temperatures in central Illinois in the middle of
January.
“With the steam tunnel project, it is strictly dependent on
weather conditions,” Strode said.
So if the project is so dependent on the weather, why would
the university opt to start construction and hope to have it completed during the most unpredictable time of the year?
There are not many sure things in this world, but if you
were a betting person, you would be wise to put money on the
fact that it is going to be below freezing for pretty much all of
January and the better part of February.
Apparently the university was in a gambling mood and felt
like pressing its luck. Needless to say, it lost.
The problem is, it was a gamble the university did not have
to take. If the weather cooperates, the project should be completed by Fed. 28. If warm weather was a necessity, why was
the project not started and completed when it was more than
likely the weather would be warm?
The university betted against Mother Nature and lost, making the steam tunnel just another addition to the endless list of
campus projects that have taken longer than expected to complete.
The editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.
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Today’s quote

By a small sample may we judge of the whole
piece.
Miguel de Cervantes
author, 1547-1616

”
The Daily
Eastern News
“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”

o go to a movie or to
stay in and study? To
make that late night trip
to Steak ‘N Shake or to
finish that reading assignment and
get to bed before 3 for an 8 a.m.
class? All your friends are getting
together ... You really need to go
Michelle Jones
to the library. Should you go with
your friends or go get some
Associate news editor
research done?
Sometimes we have the discipline or the motivation to let
everyone else have fun while we hit the books, but nine times
out of 10, whether it be a Monday, a Tuesday or a Saturday
(going out used to be reserved for the weekends, but in college
the day of the week never seems to matter), we all choose to
spend time having fun with our friends.
It’s a huge part of the college experience. Adults I’ve talked
to about college said what they remember about college are the
trips to the movies, the late night pizza and all the times spent
with friends – not the homework. But somehow, they graduated
college and got good jobs, and somehow we seem to always
manage to get our work done, too.
Life would be rather dull if all we did was class, work and
homework. And it’s so hard to resist the urge to go out. For
people complaining there’s nothing to do in Charleston, we
always seem to find something better than homework.
And often, when we’re choosing to spend time with a
friend, it’s for a serious talk. If a friend is having a rough day or
a bad week, it is definitely more important to help that person
out and wait on getting work done. Sometimes we make little
problems into a crisis, but are you going to turn down a friend?
So what happens? We don’t necessarily choose fun and
never do schoolwork – well, some probably do – but most people just continue to put off the work for a while. Eventually it’ll
get done. How? Late nights and being tired all the time.
While walking around campus or sitting and waiting for
class to start, I often hear students complain about how tired

Construction funding
doesn’t hurt education
I would like to respond to Jake
Stouffer’s comments regarding the
quality of education being sacrificed
here at Eastern in order to facilitate
construction projects. I understand Mr.
Stouffer’s concerns and I believe many
share them.
I would like to clear up a common
misconception around our campus.
The State of Illinois prepares and allocates TWO budgets for Eastern each
year. One is our operating budget and
the other is our capital improvements
budget. From the perspective of the
state, these two budgets are completely
unrelated. The funds in each of the
budgets cannot be shifted around, as
many seem to think.
It is also not a fair argument to say
that if we had not asked for a few mil-
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Editor
Managing editor
News editor
Associate news editor
Editorial page editor
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they are. I’m often the one complaining about how tired I am. I’m
sure everyone is guilty of skipping
“I haven’t met
at least once because they’re
anyone who never class
tired. Right now, the gloomy windid work in
ter weather doesn’t help much
It’s always easier to wake
college, graduated either.
up to sunshine and warm weather
and became
than snowy, cloudy days.
Unless we want to wear oursuccessful.”
selves out, we need to figure out a
good balance between fun and
work. Here are a few suggestions:
n Before going out, consider how much you have to do.
Realize you just spent five nights in a row with your friends.
One night of studying and getting some sleep won’t kill you; in
fact, it’ll probably help you.
n Limit yourself. Take a half hour or an hour break to talk
on the phone or to get dinner. Sometimes this plan backfires,
and the next thing you know, three hours have passed, but if
you make a conscious effort, it can work.
n Plan ahead. Don’t wait until a few days before a 10-page
paper is due to start on it. Then it’s pretty much guaranteed you
won’t see friends until that paper is done (or you won’t do well
on the paper and you’ll be pulling a lot of all-nighters).
After a while, you should be able to decide what you need
to do to still have fun, yet get your work done without having
to walk around campus in a daze. I haven’t met anyone who
never did work in college, graduated and became successful.
Doing the work is vital to getting a good college education.
Eight thousand dollars is a large price tag for a good time.
Don’t worry about having to miss one trip to Steak ‘N
Shake to study for a test. You’ll be more awake, and 10 years
from now, you won’t remember ever having to study.
n Michelle Jones is a sophomore journalism major and a semimonthly columnist for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail
address is majones@eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the
author.

Your
turn
Letters to the editor
lion dollars for a construction project
that we would have had more money
added to our operating budget. That is
simply not how it works.
The capital improvement dollars
allocated to Eastern for the renovations
of Booth and Doudna cannot be
applied to faculty salaries. Many other
projects you might see or hear about
are being funded by our student fees
(such as the new Clinical Services
Building and the Food Court), which
can only be used for student servicerelated non-instructional purposes.
The fact is, if we want to see more
money coming into Eastern to be put
directly toward our education, there are
only two sources to which we can turn.

The first is us, the students. Our tuition
rates are the easiest way for the university to increase revenues. However, the
university has consistently worked
with Student Government to keep
tuition rates affordable.
The only other source to turn to is
the State of Illinois. A sizeable
increase in Eastern’s operating budget
is the most sensible way to improve
our budgetary situation and the quality
of education here at Eastern. Despite
what you may think, Eastern is not out
to make a profit. We are a public university. We just want to provide an
affordable, quality education. Join our
efforts and write your state legislator.
You wouldn’t believe the difference
one letter can make if it’s from a student.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR – The Daily Eastern
News accepts letters to the editor addressing local,
state, national and international issues. They
should be less than 250 words and include the
author’s name, telephone number and address.
Students should indicate their year in school and
major. Faculty, administration and staff should
indicate their position and department. Letters
whose authors cannot be verified will not be

Send letters to the editor via e-mail to cualt2@pen.eiu.edu

Katie M. Cox

Student Body President

printed. Depending on space constraints, we may
have to edit your letter, so keep it as concise as
possible. Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern
News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL 61920;
faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to
cualt2@pen.eiu.edu
EDITORIALS – The Daily Eastern News prints
editorials that reflect the majority opinion of The
Daily Eastern News student editorial board.

Campus
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Degree completion
on IBHE’s agenda
By Joseph Ryan
Administration editor

The Illinois Board of Higher
Education will meet Tuesday in
Chicago to create a commission of
college and university presidents to
improve Illinois’ record on getting
students through college.
The recommendation to create
the Presidential Commission on
Persistence and Degree Completion
is part of a report to the Board outlining a series of possible “next
steps” that will lead to an action
agenda aimed at maintaining
Illinois’ premier standing on the
national report card, according to a
press release.
The board is forming the commission in hopes of raising the lowest grade received on the report card
– C+ – for student completion of a
degree.
The report card, issued by the
National Center for Public Policy
and Higher Education, gave Illinois
an A in preparation for college, participation in college and affordability. Illinois was one of three states to
receive three or more A’s in the five
categories.
In the final category, civil and
social benefits of higher education,
Illinois received a B-.
Illinois could look toward other
states, such as Rhode Island,
Pennsylvania, Vermont and New
Hampshire, who all received an A in

the category, for direction in raising
its lowest grade .
The report card is part of the center’s Measuring Up 2000 initiative.
“Our hope is that Measuring Up
2000 will be an impetus for state
leaders to address some of the higher
educational policy challenges they
may face,” said Patrick Callan, president of the center, in a press release.
According to the press release,
the National Center for Public
Policy and Higher Education promotes public policies that enhance
Americans’ opportunities to pursue
and achieve a quality higher education.
The center is not associated with
any institution of higher learning,
with any political party, or any government agency, according to the
press release.
In other business, the IBHE will
review accomplishments and shortfalls for the year 2000 and plans for
2001 in regards to the six goals of
the The Illinois Commitment, the
state’s strategic plan adopted by the
Board in 1999.
Helping Illinois business and
industry; improving teaching and
learning in elementary and secondary education; increasing financial assistance; increasing diversity;
holding students to higher expectations; and improving productivity,
cost effectiveness and accountability
are the Commitment’s six listed
goals.

DELIVER
Y SPECIAL!
1 LARGE 1 TOPPINGPIZZA
and Qt. of COKE
$8.75

Thinking of
ways to make
money???

JERRY’S
PIZZA
& PUB

One ad in the
Daily Eastern
News Classified
will make

345-2844
Cor ner of 4th and Lincoln

money for

OIL, LUBE &
FILT E R

$12

M O B I L E OIL

Lube (where applicable)
new filter & up to 5 qurts.
major brand oil. Most
cars. Special diesel oil &
filter extra. Call for
appointment. No other
discounts apply.
Free 21 pt. safety check

A D V E RT I S E !

you!

95

345-2130
4 1 7 M a d i s o n Av e .

Y O U N G S TO W N
24 hr.
Maintenance

1,2,3, &4
Bedrooms
Available

Panther Pizza

Dishwashers

Central Air

Decks

Fully Furnished
Garbage Disposals

Large

3 Laundry
Facilities
Onsite
Management

99

345-2363
Cambridge and Nantucket
AROUND THE CURVE ON SOUTH 9th STREET ACROSS FROM CHURCH

M a ke a V iewing
A ppointment Today!
You’ll
Fill His
TUMMY,
If you
Advertise
with the
DEN

$7.
95
$11.

1 large w/up to
3 toppings
(No Double Toppings)
2

large

1

topping

Offer Good All Day... Everyday

348-1626

Mon - Sat 11am-2Am Sun 11am-12Mid
Not Valid with any other offer

Local & state
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Education funding,testing
to get examined by law-makers
SPRINGFIELD, Ill. (AP) — In
a landmark compromise, lawmakers revised education financing in
1997 to ensure a minimum funding
level for every student in the state.
But the law expires this year —
the same year lawmakers must
wrestle with the politically prickly
issue of redistricting legislative
boundaries.
And the General Assembly likely will face other important issues,
such as renewing a complicated
telecommunications law that
expires and dealing with a tighter
budget than in recent years.
That could mean less time and
political will to address the alwayscontentious issue of school funding.
The good news is that an easy
fix may be available. The
Education Funding Advisory Board
appointed by Gov. George Ryan
last summer has made some recommendations, including increasing
per-pupil funding and making socalled poverty grants available to
more schools.
Lawmakers may choose to

adopt those recommendations and
avoid the tougher issue of revising
the formula for allocating education money.
“We really have to adopt those
recommendations without any
question — that would be No. 1,”
said Sen. Vince Demuzio, DCarlinville. “But nobody expects
the Legislature to pass a new formula for education or one that’s
revised in any meaningful form.”
The Legislature has ducked the
issue before, passing on recommendations to do such things as
swap income taxes for property
taxes as schools’ main source of
revenue. But advisory board chairman Robert Leininger said the
committee will continue its work
for the next 18 months on a permanent fix.
“Part of our goal is not only to
try to put something in that won’t
hurt anybody and hopefully will
help as many as we possibly can,
but it’s also to build credibility for
the ’big one,”’ Leininger said, referring to a long-term financing solution.

Man ordered to produce wildlife
art as part of court sentence
SPRINGFIELD, Ill. (AP) —
Robert Waldmire says he only wanted
to educate people about rattlesnakes
when he put two on display in his
brother’s restaurant last summer.
But federal officials say he broke
the law and must make amends.
A judge fined Waldmire, an artist,
$200 and ordered him to use his artistic talents to help the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service promote conservation.

The agency wants Waldmire, 55,
of Rochester, to create a brochure or
poster.
“It was agreed upon by all parties
that Waldmire is a talented environmental artist and his talents could be
used to promote conservation,” said
Fish and Wildlife Service special
agent Tim Santel, who investigated
the case. “Mr. Waldmire brought into
the court some of his artwork, and the
judge was quite impressed.”

Kate Mitchell / Assoc. photo editor
Matt Lemons, 15, and Chris Tapp, 13, ride their bikes down Polk Street in Charleston on Sunday afternoon.

Two being charged in alcohol
poisoning death of 15-year-old
By Amber Williams
City editor

Two 20-year-olds are facing
misdemeanor charges in relation to
a party they threw that resulted in a
death by alcohol poisoning of a
15-year-old girl.
Timothy D. Whitmore and
Patrick B. Ryan, of the 1800 block
of Union Street, were charged on
Jan. 29 with unlawful delivery of
alcohol to minors and reckless conduct because their Nov. 10 house
party ended with a death, said
State’s Attorney Steve Ferguson.
Sarah Purcell of Greenup
attended a party at the residence of
Whitmore and Ryan at the
Lincolnshire Apartments, 1840
Douglas Dr., on Nov. 10 and drank

a substantial amount of alcohol.
After drinking a combination of
beer, Everclear and vodka for three
to four hours, Purcell passed out
and was later taken to Sarah Bush
Lincoln Health Center by her
friends.
Purcell was later transferred to
Carle Foundation Hospital in
Urbana where she was pronounced
dead at 9 a.m. Nov. 12 from
ethanol intoxication, Champaign
County Coroner Bill Fabian said.
At the time of death, Purcell’s
blood alcohol level was .57, which
is more than seven times the legal
limit.
Ferguson said he decided to
charge Whitmore and Ryan
because of the magnitude of the
events that took place.

“Most parties do not end up
with the police even being called,”
Ferguson said. “This party ended
with a death.”
Out of approximately 30 people
in attendance at the party, only one
person was 21, and no restrictions
were placed on who could drink,
said Lt. Rick Fisher, of the
Charleston Police Department.
Ferguson said he was unable to
find any felony charges that he
could charge Whitmore and Ryan
with. He was unable to charge
them with contributing to the
delinquency of a minor, which is a
felony offense, because neither
one was over the age of 21 himself.
The initial appearance in court
for Whitmore and Ryan is Feb. 28.

Buy One Fish Get One

FREE

1500 Madison Ave.

Exp. 2/12/01

* Excludes feeders,
marine & fish over
$10.00
* Limit of three fish

Hours:
M-F 10:00 - 8:00
Sat 10:00 - 6:00
Sun 12:00 - 5:00

VALENTINE’S DAY
is February 14th
Advertise Your Specials
and get our special rate
Get $1 off per column inch on
Valentine’s Day
if you have a HEART in your ad!
Call us today...581-2812

NEXT YEAR’S HOUSING
A Buffet of Choices
1. 3 Bedroom houses for 3 persons,
located near campus
2. 2 Bedroom apartments close to EIU
or best-priced 4 blocks away
3. 3 Bedroom apartments - Good,
clean, and $160 per person x 3
4. 1 Bedroom apartments specially
priced for 1 person each. A
variety from $250-$375.
5. 3 & 4 Bedroom townhouses at
Brittany Ridge - Great living
from $188 per person.

Something for everybody - check it out
Lists in the mailbox at the front door of our
office, 1512 A Street (west of McDonald’s)
Showing appointments, Mon-Fri, 10-4

Wood Real Estate

1512 A Street, P.O. Box 377
Charleston, IL 61920
345-4489 - Jim Wood, Broker
independently owned and operated
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Priest recruited immigrants Thousands of Illinois
to drive for trucking firm workers lose their jobs
CHICAGO (AP) — A Chicago
priest who operates a successful
trucking firm says he recruited
Eastern European immigrants to
become drivers, sending many to a
Florida driving school where
authorities suspect some students
paid bribes to illegally obtain their
truck-driving licenses.
The Rev. Grouu Tzonkov, who
heads St. Sophia Bulgarian
Orthodox Church, admits to directing newly arrived immigrants to the
Florida driving school, REACT
Inc. in Tampa.
Tzonkov, who hired some of the
Florida school’s graduates, has not
been accused of wrongdoing and
denies any knowledge of the
bribery scheme.
“I heard that the FBI is investigating something,” Tzonkov said.

“I heard that they investigate these
people going to Florida ... but I
don’t think that I did anything
wrong.”
But his story illustrates how
immigrants increasingly are being
recruited to drive trucks on the
nation’s roadways, as deregulation
sparks tough competition for drivers.
Tzonkov started Bulgarian of
the Americans Truck Co., also
called Bul Am Trucking, in 1997,
with the approval of the church. He
said that in 1998, he began passing
out the name of a Florida driving
school instructor who could help
license applicants with limited
English skills.
It is legal in Florida to use interpreters during licensing exams. The
practice was outlawed in Illinois in

1997.
One of the men helped by
Tzonkov was Simeon Anguelov,
57, who immigrated to the United
States in 1996 from Bulgaria,
where he drove trucks and buses.
Anguelov said he made his way
to St. Sophia Church, where he
heard a priest was looking for drivers. Although Anguelov could not
speak English, Tzonkov gave him a
job driving a tractor-trailer.
Records
show
Anguelov
obtained a trucker’s license at
REACT Inc. in Tampa, Fla., and
that he swapped it for Illinois credentials in 1999. After the indictment of the two REACT instructors, Illinois officials ordered
Anguelov retested. When he failed
to show up for the test, his license
was revoked.

Lifelong

Students here at Eastern, and helps
ease new international students into
life at Eastern. She is also an off-campus member of the Student Senate.
Although her home is in Poland,
Fratczak said she considers herself a
citizen of the world. She is fluent in
five languages, and has traveled to
places such as Singapore and
Australia.
After viewing different cultures
and countries, Fratczak said she considers Americans to be very lucky.
Americans are able to do whatever they want — speak in public, even
burn a flag,” Fratczak said.

“ I don’t think Americans realize
how lucky they are to be Americans,”
Fratczak said.
After earning her bachelors in
political science next year, Fratczak
said she plans to work in Chicago or
New York for a year, then study for
her master’s.
Eventually, Fratczak said she
hopes to become an ambassador
from Poland.
“I want to be famous — this is my
dream,” Fratczak said. “Don’t be
afraid to follow your dreams, like I
followed mine.”

from Page 1
people asked me if I wanted to ‘hang
out’, and I was like ‘what? I don’t
want to do that!’”
However, Fratczak said that since
she hasn’t mastered English, she has
some problems with her classes.
“Many times, I have to doublestudy, and read the same thing five or
ten times to understand it,” she said.
Fratczak has become involved
with the Association of International

WAUKEGAN (AP) — The
shock and anger still reflected
on Aron Rubinoff’s face as he
talked about the day six weeks
earlier when he and his co-workers were told to turn in their
company keys and leave.
The 1,100-plus layoffs came
just before Christmas at
Waukegan-based
Outboard
Marine Corp., which filed for
federal bankruptcy protection
the following day.
“It was awful,” the 29-yearold metallurgist said.
But as he looked around at
the dozens of employers taking
resumes from laid-off OMC
workers at a state-sponsored job
fair last week, Rubinoff’s outlook brightened.
“The timing wasn’t the worst
it could have been,” he acknowledged. “The demand is out there.
I think I’m not going to have any
problem finding a job.”
Economists, too, maintain
there’s no cause for panic for
laid-off workers or the state’s
manufacturing-heavy economy
just yet. Plentiful job vacancies
and a still-growing economy
make current conditions “a better place to land” than the last
big slowdown a decade ago, says
Diane Swonk, chief economist
for Bank One.
Nonetheless, shrinking consumer confidence and the
specter of more layoffs ahead

.
.
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have the experts warning of a
possible recession for the first
time in years.
“We don’t know how big the
bump’s going to be, so at this
stage it’s certainly no basis for
alarm,” said Robert Aliber, professor of economics at the
University
of
Chicago’s
Graduate School of Business.
“But it will begin to impinge
on communities,” he said. “It’s
the beginning of a significant
slowdown.”
Like their counterparts in
other states, thousands of
Illinois workers have gotten pink
slips in recent weeks as the U.S.
economy downshifts — from
Outboard Marine, Montgomery
Ward,
Motorola,
Lucent
Technologies, DaimlerChrysler
and others.
Unemployment is rising,
sales tax revenues are slowing
and corporate profits are falling.
The state’s jobless rate hit a
four-year high of 4.8 percent in
December;
worst-hit
were
Decatur, the Illinois section of
the St. Louis metropolitan area,
Peoria and Rockford.
Manufacturing in the Chicago
area contracted in January to its
lowest level since 1982 as the
result of a now four-month-old
slump in orders and production,
according to the National
Association of Purchasing
Management.

...starts

HERE!

The Loyola University Chicago Internship & Career Center
presents

The Great Midwest
Science & Technology Job
Fair

The Great Midwest Job &
Internship Fair
Friday, February 9, 2001
10:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
Lake Shore Campus
Joseph J. Gentile Center
6525 N. Sheridan Road
Chicago, IL 60626

Thursday, February 8, 2001
10:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
Lake Shore Campus
Joseph J. Gentile Center
6525 N. Sheridan Road
Chicago, IL 60626

Come interview with some of the nation’s top companies, including:
ACCENTURE (formerly Andersen Consulting)
Bank One Corporation
Chicago Assoc. for Retarded Citizens
Chicago Transit Authority
Chicago Police Department
Clarke Environmental Mosquito Mng.
Discover Financial Services
Disney Worldwide Services, Inc.
Documentum, Inc.
Drug Enforcement Administration
Enterprise Rent-A-Car
FBI
FBOP Corporation
General Motors
Heller Financial, Inc.
Household International

Hull Group/ Goldman Sachs
Illinois Department of Human Services
InfiNET Integrated Solutions
Jewel-Osco
Microsoft Corporation
Northern Trust Company
Pepsi-Cola General Bottlers, Inc.
Resurrection Health Care
Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke Medical Ctr.
Sigma-Aldrich
TD Waterhouse Investor Services
Thresholds
Trans Union
Velsicol Chemical Corporation
Walgreens
And MANY more!!!

•

Pre-registration deadline:

•

Admission fee is $20 at the door.

•

February 2, 2001.
Bonus:

Pre-registration fee
is $10.
Get both for the price
of 1!!!

*Send Resume & Pre-Registration Fee to:
John Bradarich
Career Center/ Job Fair
Loyola University Chicago
6525 N. Sheridan Road
Chicago, IL 60626
*Please indicate which Job Fair you plan to attend on your
check/money order.
• Your resume keeps working for you until September 2001
through our active referral program.
• You can also walk-in the day of the Job Fair with 50 or more
copies of your resume.
• Literally hundreds of job opportunities in Business,
Communications, Computer Science, Life Science, and Social
Services are available.
• Professional attire is required

For more information, check our website at www.luc.edu/resources/career
or call the Internship & Career Center at (773) 508-2874 or (312) 915-7300.
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Help wanted

Help wanted

Circulation help needed. 6-8 a.m.
MWF. Great pay. Apply at 1802
Buzzard Building.
_______________________2/14
DIRECT
CARE
STAFF
$7.00/hour
CCAR Industries’
group homes need caring,
responsible people!! Benefits
available for full-time primary positions. Part-time hours available.
Shifts available are 3pm to midnight,
and
weekends.
Applications for adult and childrens homes may be obtained at
1530 Lincoln Avenue, Charleston,
IL 61920. (217)348-0127, ext.
404. E.O.E.
________________________2/5
POLICE OFFICERS. Immediate
opportunities.
Bourbonaais,
Illinois. Population 16,000. 50 m
south of Chicago. Applications
Underway. Testing February 28.
For information- phone (815) 9373577.
________________________2/6
Delivery person wanted, apply in
person after 4PM. Pagliai’s Pizza,
1600 Lincoln, Charleston.
________________________2/7
COME TO BEAUTIFUL NEW
HAMPSHIRE FOR THE SUMMER! 6/16 - 8/14. Outstanding
residential girls’ sports camp
(near 2 boys camps) on largest
New England lake (near Boston,
White Mnts, Maine coast) seek
skilled counselors for land sports,
water sports, and the arts. Room,
board, and most transportation
paid. Interviews available Job Fair
2/8 (Lantz Gym) and 2/9 (Lumpkin
Hall 1st Floor). Apply online
(www.robindel.com) or call us
(888-860-1186).
________________________2/8
CAMP STAFF - CAMP THUNDERBIRD, N. MINNESOTA.
Seeking energetic, caring, upbeat
individuals who wish to work in
our incredibly positive camp communities. Counselors to instruct
variety of activities: Bdsail, Sail,
Wski, Canoe, Tennis, Backpack,
Bike,
Horseback,
Swim,
Gymnastics, Dance, Pottery &
Blacksmith. Also Trip Dir., Unit
Dir., Office & Kitchen Staff. EXPERIENCE THE MOST REWARDING SUMMER OF YOUR LIFE.
6/11-8/13. TOL FREE 877-5679140. SEE US AT CAREER FAIR
@ LANTZ GYM - FEB 8.
________________________2/8
Money problems? We can help.
No up front fees. Call toll-free- 1866-605-3501.
________________________2/9
ENJOY THE OUT-OF-DOORS?
LIKE WORKING WITH CHILDREN? WANT TO SPEND A
MEANINGFUL SUMMER? CONSIDER
SUMMER
CAMP!

COUSELORS, LIFEGUARDS,
AND KITCHEN PERSONNEL
NEEDED FOR GIRL SCOUT
RESIDENT CAMP, JUNE 17 TO
AUGUST 4, 2001. LOCATED
OUTSIDE OTTAWA, IL. MINORITY ROLE MODELS ENCOURAGED TO APPLY. FOR APPLICATION WRITE OR CALL: GIRL
SCOUTS
OF
TRAILWAYS
COUNCIL, 1533 SPENCER
ROAD, JOLIET IL 60433 (815)723-3449.
________________________2/9
$1500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars. No experience
required. Free information packet.
Call 202-452-5942.
_______________________5/01
The Regional Director is responsible for leadership and coordination in the planning, execution,
and evaluation of University of
Illinois Extension programs in
Southern Illinois, and for the
administrative management of all
personnel and field operations
within that administrative area.
The Regional Director, housed in
Mt. Vernon, Illinois, reports to the
Associate Dean for Extension and
Outreach and works closely with
members of the Administrative
Staff.
Required qualifications include an
earned doctorate degree in a field
related to the responsibilities of
the position and five years of professional experience in a field
closely related to Extension education.
Candidates who can
demonstrate substantial progress
toward the completion of the doctorate degree will be considered.
Desired qualifications include five
years of Extension experience,
demonstrated ability to work
effectively with the Extension
staff, volunteers, and members of
county governing bodies, as well
as civic, business, and professional organizations.
Salary is negotiable. To ensure
full consideration, application for
this full-time academic professional position should be received by
February 2, 2001. The position
will be available as soon as possible after the closing date.
John C. van Es, Chair
Search Committee
University of Illinois Extension
214 Mumford Hall
1301 W. Gregory Drive
Urbana, IL 61801
Telephone: 217-333-9025
e-van1@uiuc.edu
Additional information on this
position is posted at www.extension.uiuc.edu

The Daily Eastern News
Classified ad form

Name: _________________________________
Address: _______________________________
Phone: _______________ Student: o Yes o No
Under classification of: __________________________
Expiration code (office use only): _________________
Person accepting ad: ________ Compositor: _______
No. words / days: ________ Amount due: $_________
Payment:
Check No._______

Dates to run: _________________________________
Ad to read:

30 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. 25 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY – NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.

Help wanted
The University of Illinois is an
Affirmative
Action/
Equal
Opportunity Employer.
________________________01

For sale
Women’s mountain bike. $55.
New Nokia cell phone, 3 covers,
car charger. $70/obo. 348-3040
after 5 pm.
________________________2/2
‘99 Pontiac Sunfire 4dr, red, fun.
40,000 miles, $9850 O.B.O. Email
at curk2@eiu.edu
________________________2/6
HP 486 computer system upgraded 64 RAM 3.2 Gig 15” monitor
600C HP deskjet printer $225.
346-2100.
________________________2/6
DreamCast Mod-Chips and backups for sale. Call 345-2367 or email nitram90@hotmail.com
________________________2/7
200MHZ computer with LCD display. Fits in small areas. Great for
Internet/email/chat- $200. Palm
Pilot IIIx - $125. Call 581-5472.
________________________2/9
Compaq Presario Noteboook (1
yr) 13’ HPA Display 4.3 GB Hard
Drive 6H MB Memory CD-Rom
Microsoft Windows 98. Contact
581-5535 After 6 PM.
_______________________2/10

For rent
3 Bedroom house close to campus, 3 people, w/d, nice back yard,
new carpet, new furnace/ca. 10
month 8/01 - 5/02, $300 each; 3
bedroom duplex, 3 people, w/d,
dishwasher, nice yard, 12 month
6/01 - 5/02, $250 each. 345-4494
________________________2/5
4 Bedroom house partial basement near campus washer/dryer,
10 or 12 month lease. Fall 2001
Call 348-7563 after 6 pm.
________________________2/5
AVAILABLE FALL 2001 3 BEDROOM 1 BATH HOUSE WITH
WASHER/DRYER AND CENTRAL AIR. 2 BLOCKS EAST OF
CAMPUS. NO PETS. FOR
MORE INFORMATION CALL 3455821.
________________________2/5
2
BEDROOM
APARTMENT
ABOVE DOWNTOWN BUSINESS. WATER AND TRASH COLLECTION PAID.
NO PETS.
AVAILABLE FALL 2001. CALL
345-5821 FOR MORE INFORMATION.
________________________2/5
NEW 3 BEDROOM 2 BATH
UNITS WASHER/DRYER/DISH-

ACROSS

1 Eve’s man
5 Devise, as a
plot
10 Went down a
firehouse pole,
e.g.
14 Coke, for one
15 Met offering
16 Stereo knob
17 HO
20 ___ of Good
Feeling
21 Hoo-has
22 ___ out
(declined)
23 Leo, astrologically
24 Thwart
26 Storefront cover
29 Huge headlines
32 Word in French
restaurant
names

For rent

For rent

For rent

WASHER/CENTRAL AIR. NO
PETS. 2 BLOCKS EAST OF
CAMPUS. AVAILABLE AUGUST
OF 2001. FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 345-5821.
________________________2/5
11/2 BLOCKS NORTH OF OLD
MAIN ON 6TH STREET. 1 bed
room apartments, low utilities for 1
or 2 people. Includes laundry facility and garbage services.
Available August 15, 20001. Call
348-8249
________________________2/5
2 Bedroom Townhouse Apartment
furnished. Trash pickup included.
2 blocks from Campus. 348-0350.
________________________2/5
Fall 2001 efficiency apartments
one block from campus. 3480394. ______________________
________________________2/6
3 Bedroom house for 3. $250
each 1521 11th.
2 Bedroom house for 2. $275
each 1517 11th.
345-5808 or 549-7242.
________________________2/6
Houses for rent near campus. 6
br. also 3br. 348-0712 after 5 p.m.
________________________2/6
Great Chicago Style Loft. Three
Bedrooms on square. Call 3452702.
________________________2/6
1,2,3,& 4 BR Apts. Security lease
required. No pets. 348-8305.
________________________2/9
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY!
1
bedroom apartment. Unfurnished.
Call 3454-6599.
________________________2/9
Nice student apartments close to
campus 1528 3rd Street and 1705
11th Street. Available June and
August. 235-0405.
________________________2/9
Clean, All girls 2 bedroom furnished apartment. Central air and
laundry. Trash and water $260.
Northeast of Morton Park. Lease
available in June. Call 235-3373
or evenings 348-5427.
_______________________2/12
1025 4th st. REnting for Aug 2001.
5 bedrooms, Furnished, W/D.
Dep. Req. 217-348-5843.
_______________________2/12
2009 12th st. Renting for Aug.
2001. 3 bedrooms, big yard, W/D.
Dep. Req. 348-5843.
_______________________2/12
1st House on 2nd street, Across
from Lantz Gym. 6 bedrooms, 2
1/2 baths, 2 kits, W&D. Need 7
students, M or F. 10 month lease
for 01-02. Rent Reduced. 3456868.
_______________________2/15
Two Bedroom house, carpeted,
AC, No Smokers, No Pets. Close
to Schools. $595 per month.
Phone 345-3232 days.

_______________________2/15
4 bedroom, close to campus,
Summer-Fall 2001, AC/basement/washer-dryer hookups. 3454030.
_______________________2/15
4 BR house for 5 females. 1530
2nd Street $250 each 345-2564
______________________2/19 ]
NICE ONE AND TWO BEDROOM
APARTMENTS. CLOSE TO CAMPUS. 1431 NINTH. AVAILABLE
AUGUST.
348-0209.
quinapts@advancenet.net.
_______________________2/16
EIU STUDENTS
Nice 3 bedroom, 1 bath airconditioned home
for rent. Available Fall Semester.
1814 12th Street. Call 847-3957640.
_______________________2/23
VERY LARGE 3 BEDROOM FURNISHED APARTMENTS AVAILABLE FOR NEXT SCHOOL
YEAR. NO PETS. CALL 345-3664
_______________________2/26
Rent as low as 222.50/person. 10
MONTH LEASE. 3 bedroom furnished apts. very few left. Call
Unique Properties @ 345-5022.
__________________________
2/28
Single Apts. $300 - $350. Lease
August ‘01 to May ‘02. Utilities
included.
Charleston Square.
Dave 345-2171 9 a.m. to 11 a.m.
________________________01
3 BEDROOM HOUSE, ONE 3
BEDROOM APARTMENT $175
PER PERSON, 415 HARRISON
348-5032
________________________01
Fall 2001-1 Group of 4 females to
rent 4 bedroom house. 1210
Division. $250 each per month.
235-0939.
________________________01
5 BR unf. house avail. 6/1 1520 s.
9th, ph. 348-7746

________________________01
2 BR furn. units avail. 8/1 1017
Woodlawn, Ph. 348-7746
________________________01
Duplex available now through
summer. 2 bedroom., 2 bath. Very
nice. Full basement, garage with
electric door opener. Ideal for
female upperclassmen. Phone:
348-7746
________________________01
Summer and fall. 2 bedroom furnished and unfurnished apartments available. 2001 S. 12th St.
Phone: 348-7746
_________________________01
Furnished 2 bedroom apartment.
Stove and refrigerator. New carpeting. Available now for 1 or 2 people. Phone 348-7746.
_________________________01
BRAND NEW 1 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS WILL BE COMPLETED JUNE 1 AND AUGUST 1.
CALL 348-7746
_________________________01
FALL 2001 - 2 bdrm apts & house
Furn & unfurn, excellent condition,
several locations No pets 3457286
_________________________01
FALL 2001 - 3 bdrm apts & house,
Laundry, excellent condition, excellent location, AC No Pets 345-7286
_________________________01
Fall 2001 - 4 bdrm house for girls
excellent condition, AC, dishwasher,
laundry, No pets 345-7286
__________________________01
FALL 2001 - 5 bdrm house for girls
Excellent location, Laundry, AC No
Pets 345-7286
__________________________01
Well maintained 4 Bedroom unfurnished houses for 2001 - 2002
school year $275 per person per
month washer/dryer hook up. No
pets. 12 month lease. 345-3148
________________________01

33 “Olympia”
painter
34 Airport posting:
Abbr.
36 HO
40 Summer on the
Riviera
41 Jawbreakers,
e.g.
42 Swarm
43 Claims without
proof
45 Adjusts, as a suit
47 Half of an old
radio duo
48 Nabisco cookie
49 W.W. II conference site
52 Contrived
53 Old hand
56 HO
60 Toledo’s lake
61 Place to wash up
62 Mentally fit

63 Burn the surface of
64 Take it easy
65 Finales
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DOWN
Pinnacle
Entryway
Actor Alan
Li’l Abner’s
Daisy ___
“Hooray!”
It has strings
attached
Tetley offerings
Dernier ___
Chinese dynasty
Alternative to a
paper clip
Boor
“Picnic” playwright
Monopoly card
Reposed
Choose, as a
career
Minnelli of stage
and screen
It may be tickled
Lollapalooza
Marathoner’s
woe
“___ Fool
Believes” (1979
hit)
Banister post
The Beatles,
Stones, etc.
Zellweger of
“Jerry Maguire”
Beef on the hoof
Flowing tresses
Second
Amendment
subject

CampusClips
SPEECH COMMUNICATION ASSOCIATION meeting
Tuesday 2/6 at 6:30pm in Coleman Hall Rm 117.
NATURAL TIES delegate meeting Monday 2/5 at 7pm on
the 3rd floor of the Union.
HABITAT FOR HUMANITY general meeting Monday 2/5
at 8pm in the Effingham Rm. Join us and see how much fun
you can have helping others.
THE AGENCY meeting 2/5 at 5pm at BB2436.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for any
non-profit, campus organizational event. No parties or fundraising activities and
events will be printed. All clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News
office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT. Example: an
event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON
by Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday, Saturday, or Sunday events.)
Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT be published. No clips will be
taken by phone. Any clip that is illegible or contains conflicting information WILL
NOT BE RUN. Clips may be edited for available space.
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Puzzle by Adam G. Perl

37 Delivery person
of old
38 Shakespearean
villain
39 Sgt. Snorkel’s
dog
44 Former’s opposite
45 Passionate
46 Look that may
offend
48 Place for a
date?
49 Part of Y.S.L.

50 Suffix with concession

53 Blueprint

51 Princess who
battles the
Death Star

55 Raw metals

52 Hopi Indian
locale

54 Rip apart
57 Disney division
58 ___ Zedong
59 Take habitually
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they were in the game,” Samuels said. “There was electricity
from the get go. This can become a very intense place to play
because the crowd is right on top of you.”
Unlike me, sophomore guard Henry Domercant expected
to see Lantz packed before he graduated, but probably not this
soon.
“My first year here when I was redshirting, I would say,
‘By the time I’m a senior, I’m going to have this place
packed,’” ‘Oh Henry!’ said. “I used to always tell them that
and that’s what I was used to in high school.
“I knew with the kind of talent we have on this team that if
we came together, we could get this place filled.”
While Domercant, Hill and the rest of the bunch should be
credited with creating an exciting atmosphere for fans to take
in, the credit also lies with you, the fans.

No one who was at that game can honestly say the crowd
didn’t factor in the outcome, because it did. That loud, ruckus
atmosphere likely phased Austin Peay on several occasions
including those key missed free throws in the final 40 seconds.
The community and students should be commended for
their support; but at the same time I’m hoping this is just the
beginning of a new-found tradition and not simply a one time
fling.
Get out a pen and mark you calendars now, because there
are still some big games left that you’re not going to want to
miss.
1. This Saturday at Murray, Ky.: There’s a fan bus heading
to the big game. It’s only about a four-hour drive. For more
information contact the athletic department.
2. A week from today, Feb. 12: Eastern hosts Tennessee
Tech. The Panthers are currently tied for first in the conference
with the Golden Eagles, so that’s one you definitely won’t
want to miss. It has the makings to be a lot like this weekend’s
game.

3. Feb. 22 against Morehead at home: Remember that’s the
team Eastern defeated on the road thanks to the last-second
heroic four-point play from Matt Britton. Don’t think the
Eagles won’t be looking for revenge.
4. Feb. 24 against Eastern Kentucky at home: Last time
Eastern faced the Colonels, Domercant went scoreless in the
first half. I’m sure “Oh Henry” will be looking to beat up on
the conference cellar dwellers.
5. The Ohio Valley Conference tourney: If the Panthers
remain in the top four in the conference, they’ll host a firstround play off game. That will be another don’t-miss contest,
and if the Panthers win, catch the bus to Nashville for the
semis and finals.
Saturday night was truly electrifying and I doubt anyone
who went won’t have the urge to return to another Panther
game soon. So mark your calendars now, and I’ll look forward
to taking in that newly-found ground shaking, teeth chattering,
silence shattering experience we now know as Panther basketball.
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For rent

Announcements

Announcements

Personals

Personals

Personals

Nice close to campus unfurnished
one bedroom unit 2001 -2002
school year $350 for one person
$500 for two. No pets. 12 month
lease. 345-3148
________________________01
FALL 2001 - EFF. & 1 BDRM apts
Excellent location, some with
laundry No Pets 345-7286
________________________01
WOMEN ONLY- Rooms for Rent
Large house, Fully furnished ONE
BLOCK
FROM
UNION
Fall/Spring/Summer: $250 mo.
Utilities Inc. Air cond/Parking Pat
Novak (630) 789 - 3772 eves. Or
TRISHNOVAK@AOL.COM
________________________01
Available Now!
Spacious 1
Bedroom Apartment, Furnished.
Ideal for couple.
745 6th Street. $325 per month.
Call 581-7729 or 345-6127 or
cscjb@eiu.edu.
________________________01
OLDETOWNE APARTMENTS.
1,2, & 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS.
ALL APARTMENTS
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. PHONE
345-6533 (OLDE).
________________________01
Apartments, houses available for
Fall. Nice and clean with variety
to choose from, 1 bedroom efficiency, 2 bedroom apartments, or
3 bedroom houses. Call 3455088. Poteete Property Rentals.
________________________01
2, 3, & 4 bedroom units/house
fully furnished located near Buzz.
Bldg & Lincoln Ave. Call for Info &
apts 348-0157
________________________01
NOW LEASING 2 BR FURNISHED APTS. QUIET PLACE
TO LIVE AND STUDY! NO PETS.
MCARTHUR MANOR APARTMENTS. 345-2231.
________________________01
Campbell apartments 1, 2 & 3
bedroom. Heat, water & trash furnished. Downtown. 345-3754
________________________01
New 2 & 3 bedroom apts.
Furnished, utilities, included, NO
PETS. Renting SPRING 2001
and FALL 2001. 2121 18th Street.
Call 345-6885 or 345-7007.
________________________01
Select your apt now! Leasing studio apts with 1,2,3 bedrooms for
Fall. Great Prices. Lincolnwood
Pinetree 345-6000
________________________01
Lincolnwood - Pinetree students
have rented apartments for FALL
2001 and need roommates. Call
345-6000 for information.
________________________01
For Rent Fall 2001. One Bedroom
Apartments and 3 Bedroom
Houses.
Phone 348-0006.
________________________01
BELL RED DOOR APTS. 1,2, & 3
BEDROOM, OFF STREET PARKING. OFFICE 345-1266 or 3463161.
________________________01

________________________2/5
GO DIRECT! #1 Internet-based
company offering WHOLESALE
Spring Break packages! Lowest
price guarantee! 1-800-367-1252
www.springbreakdirect.com.
________________________2/5
Need help writing papers, essays,
theses, etc. Come to the writing
center. Come to CH 301 Monday
- Thursday 9-3 and 6-9 and Friday
9-1. 581-5929.
______________________ 2/5
Marketing Assistant Market Place
Mall
Seeking energetic individual to
join the mall management team.
He/She will assist the Marketing
Director with budgeting, marketing
plan development and implementation, sales analysis, advertising
plans, sponsorhips, e-commerce
initiatives and tenant relations.
Key job functions: the scheduling,
coordination and management of
all mall events and promotions
including press coverage.

Best Prices Guaranteed!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Florida.
Space is limited so book it now!
Earn cash Go Free!
Group rates still available. 1-800234-7007
Endlesssummertours.com
________________________3/2

St. Jude Childrens Research
Hospital treats children from all
over the World. Help raise money
for them through Up Til Dawn at
EIU!
________________________2/5
Kayla
Ramsey
of
AGDCongratulations on being elected
chapter President! Love, KR and
ER
________________________2/5

SAVE Money - Quit smoking this
semester. Contact Eric at 5813912 to learn more about this
semesters smoking cessation
group.
________________________2/9
HAVE FUN! Schedule your function at Mom’s! Call Dave at 3452171. 9 a.m. and 11 a.m.
_______________________2/12
Would you like 12 hot men in your

room? Come to Coleman Hall
and find them. KD Greek Gods
Calender sale. This week Monday
& Tuesday. $10 each.
________________________2/6
Buy your sweetheart roses for
Valentine’s Day. Only $30 a
dozen delivered! Place your order
today.
Stop by the Union
Walkway, Noon to 5 pm.
________________________2/5

Announcements

Ideal condidate should posses a
bachelor’s degree in business,
marketing, advertising, journalism, or related field of study preferred. Ideal candidate will train
for 1-2 years, with the goal of
advancing to a Marketing Director
position at another property, within the General Growth Properties
organization. Equal Opportunity
Employer.
Please send resume with cover
letter to: Catherine Loy, Market
Place Mall,
General Growth
Properties 2000 N. Neil Street
Champaign, IL 61820 Fax: 217369-3385.
________________________2/6
Don’t Quit Smoking Alone - Join
EIU’s Smoking cessation class
which begins on Tuesday,
February 6th! Call Eric at 5813912 for more information.
________________________2/7
Improve your senses of smell and
taste, save money, and improve
your health by quitting the smoking habit. Call Eric at 581—3912.
________________________2/7
WANTED.
Piano/ Keyboard
Player to join group. Call after 5.
348-6422 or 348-0343. Leave
Message.
________________________2/7
SPRING BREAK 2001! Cancun
and Bahamas, Eat, Drink, Travel
for free. Wanted Campus Reps!
Call USA SPRING BREAK, Toll
free 1-877-460-6077 for trip information and rates. 25 continuous
years
of
student
travel!!!
www.usaspringbreak.com
________________________2/9
Fraternities- Sororities- ClubsStudent Groups. Earn $1,000$2,000 this semester with the
easy
Campusfundraiser.com
three hour fundraising event. No
sales required/ Fundraising dates
are filling up quickly, so call today!
Contact Campusfundraiser.com
at (888)-923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com.
________________________2/9

HAVE SOME FUN WITH SENSUAL AIDS, NOVELTIES & ADULT
TOYS!
BOOK YOUR PARTY
TODAY & EARN DOUBLE HOSTESS CREDITS FEBRUARY
THRU MARCH 1. CALL AMY,
618-793-2779

Spring Break- Panama City,
Daytona, South Beach Florida.
Best parties, hotels, & condos.
Lowest prices! www.myspringbreak.net 800-575-2026
_______________________2/28
#1 Spring Break Vacations!

DOONESBURY

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

DOONESBURY

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

GARY TRUDEAU

BY MIKE PETERS

GARY TRUDEAU

BY MIKE PETERS
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Men’s track team shines, women struggle
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By Chuck Babinski
Staff writer

Eastern’s men’s indoor track and field team
turned in another good performance this weekend at the Indiana Invitational, but the team was
talking about the “Sipple Triple”.
John Sipple qualified in the preliminaries
Friday night for the mile, anchored the distance
medley relay on Saturday and then ran in the
finals for the mile.
“It was fun running in three events,” Sipple
said. “It was even better that we did well.”
The team placed second in the distance medley with a time of 10:10, its best of the season.
Sipple placed fourth in the mile.
“Running in three events is fairly uncommon, but not unheard of,” head coach Tom Akers
said. “But what was impressive with John was
that each mile he ran was faster, until he finished
with a personal best at 4:19.86.”
“I think we did pretty well and had a good
showing,” Akers said. “There was good representation from the Ohio Valley Conference.”
The Indiana Invitational was not scored as a
team competition, allowing athletes not affilated

with a paticular school to compete.
Once again, Jason Bialka ran well. Bialka
won the 3,000-meter with a time of 8:21.78, his
second best ever time indoors.
He also ran the distance medley relay with
Sipple, Jacob Hunt and Jermaine Jones.
“Jason is running really well right now,”
Akers said. “He and Jarrod Macklin are both
doing very well.”
Macklin finished second in the 400 dash with
a time of 48.30, his fastest of the year. He also
took third in the 200 dash.
The 4x4 relay team of Macklin, Jones, Greg
Belger and Brian Beyers placed third.
In other events, Belger placed sixth in the 60meter hurdles, Jones placed fourth in the 800 run
and Kevin Christian placed fourth in the 600 run.
In field events, Quincy Jackson placed sixth
in the long jump and Dave Astrauskas placed
sixth in the 35-pound weight throw.
“Every week we’re doing a little bit better,
and we’re facing better competition,”Akers said.
“Right now it’s three weeks and counting (to the
OVC indoor championship). We just need to
keep improving and hopefully peak at the right
time.”

It was a different story on the women’s side
as head coach John Craft and his women continue to deal with injuries.
“We’ve had better days,” said Craft after
returning from the Indiana Invitational. “There
were just a lot of good teams there: Cincinnati,
Vanderbilt, Louisville, Southeast Missouri State,
and we didn’t do very well.”
To add to the already depleted women’s
team’s woes, Marissa Bushue strained her hamstring in warmups and did not compete in the
triple jump. Leah Reeves has Mononucleois and
will probably miss the rest of the indoor season.
“I’ve never had this many injuries in a season,” said Craft, who is in his 18th year as head
coach. “We’ve got seven or eight key members
of our team out right now, and that really hurts.”
Though Erika Coull-Parenty did compete
this week, distance runner Shelli Troha is still out
with a stress fracture and high jumper Cynthia
Magee is out with a fractured toe.
“What we have to do is fight through it and
not make excuses,” Craft said. “We have to persist in what we are doing and improve each
week, and we need to focus on the positives and
not the negatives.

“We have had several women step up and
pick up the slack, and that’s what we need to do
each week”
The distance medley relay team of Katie
Springer, Nicole Milici, Beth Martin and Shauna
Searcy placed sixth with a time of 12:55.10.
“That’s a significant improvement for them,”
Craft said. “They put in a really good effort.”
“Tiffany Greenley did well in the shot put,”
Craft said. “And Mary Wood did good in the
pole vault. Lauren Rapacki did well in both the
5K and the 3K.”
Katie Springer set a personal best in the mile
with a time of 5:19.20, and Jenny Cowan
jumped an all-time best 36 feet 7 inches in the
triple jump.
Now the women’s team will need to build on
the positives they gained from the Indiana
Invitational and prepare for the rest of the indoor
season.
“Character is built when things are rough,
and right now things are rough,” Craft said.
“The good thing is we have nowhere to go but
up, so we have to just keep working and try to
get healthy for the Ohio Valley Championship in
three weeks.”

Swim coach Padovan gets 200th win against Saint Louis
By Brianne Donbar
The Eastern men’s and women’s
swim teams defeated Saint Louis
University for the third time this season Saturday in the Lantz Natatorium.
The Panther men defeated the
Billikins 171-113, while the women
won their meet 194-95. Saturday’s
win over Saint Louis marked the third
straight home meet for the Panthers
and the third straight win in as many
meets.
The victory on Saturday also

marked Panther head coach Ray
Padovan’s 200th career win as the
men’s coach.
The occasion was one that literally
caught Padovan off guard when the
men’s team celebrated by throwing
him fully clothed into the deep end of
the pool.
“Someone told me that it was my
200th win,” Padovan said. “But I didn’t know about it.”
The Panthers are now only three
weeks away from the Mid-East
Classics at the end of the season, and
for Padovan these last few weeks have

Find out who Top Cat of the
week is tomorrow in sports.

Hill

Staff Writer

been very encouraging.
“This was a fairly good meet,”
Padovan said. “Those who swam real
well last weekend (against
Valparaiso), swam close to (those
times) this weekend. We’ve been
swimming consistently and that’s
encouraging.”
The Panther men continued to see
improvement from Dave Falco in the
1000 freestyle with a time of
10:26.71, which was nearly two seconds faster than the previous weekend.
“Dave, once again, did a real good

from Page 12

Royal
Heights Apts.
1509 2nd St.
Now renting for
Fall 2001
3 bedroom,
furnished apt.,
central AC
on site laundry

win last season, Hill will be a legend to everyone that has sat in Lantz and watched him play.
And with about seven seconds left in the
game, as he started to make his move toward
the basket, everyone in the gym knew that the
only person that was going to take that shot was
No. 11.
“Basically I wanted to drive to the basket,”

Call Kim at

A D V E RT I S E !

346-3583

PARK PLACE APARTMENTS
The only OFF Campus Housing
ON Campus
(located across from the Union on 7th St.)

NOW LEASING

FALL 2 0 0 1
CENTRAL AC
BALCONIES
LAUNDRY
DISHWASHERS

FOR

* 1,2 & 3 BEDRM
*
FURNISHED UNITS
*
* FREE PARKING
*
* FREE TRASH
*
* 1 SPRING 2001 LEASES AVAILABLE

Questions cal l
Lindsey 348-1479
or Ladonna 367-2009

Drop in at
715 Grant St.
#101
2-4 pm M,W, Th
2-3 pm T

job, and again had a personal best
swim,” Padovan said.
The Panthers also saw improvement from junior Adam Brown, who
put in his best performance this season
in the 100 breaststroke (1:03.54), and
finished strong in the 200 breaststroke
(2:20.25).
On the women’s side the Panthers
had solid performances from a few
different individuals. Freshman
Jordan Sherbrook continued to add to
her list of accomplishments this season with a lifetime best in the 500
freestyle (5:15.40). Senior Christine

Hill said. “Either I was going to make it or I
was going to miss it. I just wanted it to be the
last shot of the whole game.”
When he took off soaring to the basket with
the hopes and dreams of 15 players, six coaches and 5,036 people on his shoulders, he had the
look in his eye that he knew he was going to hit
the shot.
“I just wanted to get to the basket and create
off the dribble, I just tried to run a little clock
down,” Hill said.
As he flipped the ball up towards the rim, all
5,000 plus people in Lantz grew eerily quiet as
the shot rested on the rim for what seemed to be
hours, but in reality was only hundredths of sec-

Przbylski was another of the women’s
top performers Saturday, finishing
strong in the 200 freestyle (2:00.98)
and the 500 freestyle (5:24.78).
Sophomore Jolene Jones remained
consistent in the 200 butterfly
(2:19.24) and also in the 200 individual medley with a time of 2:19.95.
“(Jolene) has been real solid all
year,” Panther graduate assistant Matt
Boss said.
The Panthers next meet will be at
MacMurray College at 1 p.m. in the
Lantz Natatorium this Saturday.

onds. When the ball finally dropped in, the
crowd erupted into a frenzy.
“That’s the dream right there. I want to be
put in that situation,” Hill said. “I am the senior
and I’ve been in situations like this before. I just
wanted to take it over at the end.”
After a little luck form the new scoreboard
(the Governors inbound pass struck the bottom
of the new and enlarged scoreboard, giving
Eastern its final posession) and a free throw by
Hill, Eastern was able to beat Austin Peay 8078, and Hill led the Panthers to another big win,
in another big game.
But Panther fans never expected anything
different.
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Impeached
from Page 12
Eastern then inbounded the
ball and the Governors quickly
fouled Hill, who would hit the
front end of a one and one bonus
to seal the two-point victory and
avenge Eastern’s overtime loss to
the Austin Peay earlier this season.
“There was so much at stake
and we wanted to maintain and
stay in first place,” said
Domercant, who was back to his
old high-scoring ways with a
game-high 26 points. “We knew
that they already beat us once and
definitely we take pride in our
home court.
“It was a very big win and a lot
of people stepped up and the
crowd support was beautiful,” he
said. “We’re just excited. I’m
speechless.”
Panther head coach Rick
Samuels’one word to describe the
win was similar.
“Hyperventilation,” he said. “I
can’t get a deep breath.”
Samuels was impressed by
Domercant’s shooting spree early
in the first half, something he hadn’t been able to piece together
after scoring just three in the first
half against Tennessee State and
going scoreless in the opening
period against Eastern Kentucky.
“I was really encouraged by
Henry’s start,” Samuels said.
“He’s been struggling of late, but
his start was incredible.”
Trailing 8-0 early, Domercant
got Eastern back into the game,
scoring 10 of the Panthers first 17
points including two three-pointers and a jumper to give his team
their first lead of the game.
“I definitely wanted to rise to
the occasion,” Domercant said.

“My teammates have showed
confidence in me and have been
speaking with me and I didn’t
want to let anybody down.
“I knew that they needed me
and I just wanted to come out and
I was fortunate enough to knock a
couple of shots down and gain
some confidence,” he said. “My
teammates confided in me, the
big men got me open and you saw
the rest.”
The rest was a game-high 26
points, including 3-7 from threepoint land while shooting 55 percent from the field. All from a guy
who had struggled the two previous games, was under the weather and credited a trip to the grocery store for his performance.
“Before the game I took some
Vicks 44 E for chest congestion
and cough,” Domerant joked.
“Kyle took me to the store to buy
it.
“I’m still coughing up stuff
pretty bad, but in this program we
pride ourselves on being tough.”
Tough would be the word to
describe the time Hill had scoring
in the first half. The senior shot
just 2- 9 from the field in the first
half for four points.
With Eastern down 39-32 at
the half, Hill’s 19 second half
points and the intensity of the
Panther faithful, causing the
Governors to miss key free throws
down the stretch, were the difference.
With 33 seconds left and down
76-75, Samuels decided to turn
the game into a free throw shooting contest, relying on the
Panthers, who are the No. 1 freethrow shooting team in the nation,
to get the job done.
Samuels’ strategy paid off as
the Governor’s Matt Jakeway
missed two key free throws down
the stretch.
“We just didn’t make our free

throws, that’s what cost us,”
Governor head coach Dave Loos
said.
“When they were at the free
throw line, I couldn’t hear anything,” Hill said. “The ground was
shaking. It was great.”
Governor point guard Nick
Stapleton finished with 16 points,
forward Theanthony Haymon finished with 21 and Playboy preseason All-American pick
Trenton Hassell finished with 23.
“Jumping at his highest peak
and fading away from you...I
understand he’s hard to guard, but
when you try to defend that then
he’ll just take you baseline,” Hill
said of Hassell. “He’s such a good
player.”
While Domercant and Hill
had 26 and 23 points respectively,
senior point guard Matt Britton
contributed 14 points. Jesse
Mackinson and Rod Henry were
the only two players to come off
the bench for Eastern and in the
end, the team that had enough left
to make big plays won.
“Before we took the floor I
said, ‘Men, this is going to be a
down-to-the-wire game. Some
guys are going to be on the floor
in the second half that are tired,
playing a lot of minutes. You’re
just going to have to find a way to
make plays.’ And we did that,”
Samuels said.
For Hill and Domercant, the
win marked the ascent to another
unreached level.
“As long as I’ve been here,
we’ve hit a certain level and we
can’t get over it,” Hill said. “It felt
great to get over that hump.
“Murray State, SEMO, Austin
Peay were all humps,” he said.
“Every game we play now
will be leading up to our ultimate
goal – a conference championship and then making it to the
big dance.”

Austin Peay hands
women 16th loss
By Kristin Rojek
Staff writer

Solid defense and accurate shooting
by Austin Peay led to Easterns demise
Saturday night in Lantz Gym as the
Panthers suffered a 80-67 defeat.
“I think you have to give Austin Peay
a lot of credit,” Eastern head coach Linda
Wunder said. “They played well out
there.”
The second half made the difference
for Eastern (5-16, 1-9), scoring 43 points
to the Governors 41, but the Panthers
were unable gain the advantage. Moving
from a 19-point deficit to a nine-point
deficit, the Panthers looked to be recovering on the court.
Freshman guard Lauren Dailey hit a
three-point shot to put Eastern behind
Austin Peay 54-45, but the hole quickly
grew deeper as the Governors (11-10, 73) quickly put nine more points on the
board to push the Panthers back 64-46.
“We did a great job in the second half
cutting it down to nine, but we went right
back up to 18,” Wunder said. “We need to
not let teams do that to us.”
In the final six minutes of the game,
Eastern was led by senior guard Renee
Schaul, who scored 11 of the Panthers
final 18 points. The scoring boost from
Schaul was no help, however, as lastminute fouls gave the Governors an additional eight points from behind the freethrow line.
“We did not execute very well on
offense at all,” Wunder said. “We need to
have people to do the little things out
there and work on being a team and playing like a team out there.”
Schaul came up big in the final minute
of the game with two consecutive threepoint shots as Eastern’s scoring was fin-

ished off with a layup by senior forward
Angie Russell. Schaul led Eastern’s scoring with 18 points and nine boards while
Dailey finished with 15 points after a 6for-6 performance behind the free-throw
line.
“We find spurts where we can play
together, but then we get off track to what
were supposed to be doing,” Dailey said.
“Rebounding defense, executing offense,
we have to do it at the same time. We
have to come as one instead of five individuals.”
Austin Peay’s shooting was led by
sophomore guard Brooke Armistead with
24 points. From long distance, Armistead
finished with 3-for-4, while the team
went 10-for-19.
“Our three point shooting was good
tonight,” Austin Peay head coach Susie
Gardner said. “Brooke has the scoring
mentality and she can score in a variety of
ways.”
Not only was the Governors shooting
on target, but their defense held firm as
well. Austin Peay finished with 36
rebounds to Eastern’s 33.
“Our defense is something that we’ve
just recently put emphasis on,” Gardner
said. “We played nonchalantly against
Tennessee State last weekend so we put
more emphasis on it and our guys are
buying into that. Its something weve
worked on.”
Sitting among the top three teams in
the Ohio Valley Conference, Austin Peay
has moved into a four-game winning
streak. Eastern will now look to its next
two games on the road, starting with
Tennessee-Martin Thursday.
“We’ve got six games left and we can
control our own destiny,” Wunder said.
“We need to step up our play before we
go anywhere.”

Happy 19th Birthday!!

Salary Compensation
Full college tuition waiver per semester. Minimum wage for working UB events
Application Deadline
Applications available in the MLK Jr. University Union/Student Activities Center, room 201, or the
Student Life Office, room 316. Deadline to apply and sign up for interview is 4:00pm Tues, Feb 6, 2001.
Interviews - 7:00pm Feb 6, 2001. Start date - Feb 12, 2001.

Kelly,
I hope all your birthday wishes
come true . I will always love
you Love,
Jason
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Impeached!
Panthers oust Governors on final
second shot in front of 5, 036 fans
By Bill Ruthhart
Sports editor

Minus a new scoreboard, a bottle of cough medicine and Lantz
Gym’s largest crowd in eight years, the outcome of Saturday night’s
game against Austin Peay may have been a different one.
The Panthers (15-6, 8-2) remained tied for first place in the Ohio
Valley Conference by downing the
Governors (15-7, 6-4) 80-78 in front of
Men’s Basketball
5,036 fans, the largest crowd to watch a
game at Lantz since 1992.
With Eastern down 78-77 and just 11
seconds left on the clock, the game fell into
the hands of No. 11, Panther senior guard
Kyle Hill.
“That’s the dream right there. I want to
be put in that situation,” Hill said. “I am the senior and I’ve been in situations like this before, and I wanted to take it over at the end.
“I wasn’t giving the ball up to anyone else,” he said. “I was either
going to get fouled or put the game away.”
Hill did the latter, running time off the clock before streaking down
the lane for an off-balanced layup to put Eastern up 79-78 with just 2.2
seconds left.
“I basically wanted to drive to the basket and create off the dribble
and run a little clock down so it would be the last shot,” Hill said.
“Either I make it or I miss it, but it would be the last shot of whole
game.”
While Hill made the shot, it wouldn’t be his last of the game. With
just over two second left, Austin Peay still had a chance. The
Governors used a full-court pass and three-point shot with less than a
second left to shock Eastern on the road last season.
“I was thinking here we go again,” Hill said of flashing back to last
year’s loss. “I was scared.”
But Hill didn’t have anything to be scared about after Austin Peay’s
inbound pass hit the bottom of Eastern’s new and enlarged scoreboard,
giving the Panthers possession.
“Man, that brand new scoreboard sure came in handy,” sophomore
guard Henry Domercant joked afterward.

80
78

See IMPEACHED Page 11

Photos by Bill Ruthhart/Staff photographer
(At top) The Panthers huddle up before the start of Saturday night’s game. The crowd of 5,036 was the largest since 1992.
(Above) Senior guard Kyle Hill drives down the lane in Eastern’s 80-78 win as Henry Domercant and Jesse Mackinson look on.

Hill’s performance one to remember
Editor’s note: Staff writer Anthony
Braviere delivers his first hand
account of the final seconds of
Satruday’s game.

By Anthony Braviere
Staff writer

It all came down to this. A win
and a chance to tie Tennessee Tech
for first place in the Ohio Valley
Conference, and it was all up to
senior guard Kyle Hill.
And as all of this was taking
place, Hill’s performances and triumphs ran through my mind as
thoughts of how great this player
could be, became ingrained in my
memory.
I have never seen a game like that
before in my life, and much less a
performance like that in person. And
no matter what happens the rest of
the season, nothing will ever take
that game out of mind.
To set the scene, there was 11.2
seconds left in Saturday’s game with
Austin Peay. Hill got the ball after a
missed free throw by Governor
guard Matt Jakeway. With the ball,
Hill got a chance to cement himself
into Panther history.
“You know in the first half during
timeouts we were talking about getting Kyle the ball,” Eastern head
coach Rick Samuels said. “I knew
Kyle could have a big game. He had
been really pumped to play this

Bill Ruthhart/Staff photographer
Senior guard Kyle Hill prepares to shoot a free throw as eager students look on.
game.”
victory.
The Panthers did get Hill the ball
As the Panthers fifth leading scorin the second half, and the senior er of all time took the ball across the
took advantage of it by scoring19 of timeline, memories of all the amazhis 23 points in the final period. Six ing things he has done while at
of those points came in the last 1:45 Eastern came rushing back.
of the game.
From the blonde hair a couple of
So with just over nine seconds years back, to leading Eastern to an
left on the clock, the crowd roaring Ohio Valley Conference tournament
and sweat dripping off every player’s
brow, Hill took his dribbles toward
See HILL Page 11

Here’s to the fans

O

n Friday I urged all of
you to drop what you
were doing Saturday night
and attend what “has the
potential to be one of the most electrifying, closest games in Eastern’s
history – if you show up.”
Today I’m commending all of you
that showed up and made the
Panthers’ win over the Austin Peay
one of the most electrifying, closest
games this school has seen in a long
time.
In case you missed it, a nearcapacity crowd turned out to watch
Eastern pull out a last-second win
over the arch-rival Governors
Saturday night. In fact, that nearcapacity crowd of 5,036 was the
largest crowd to see a game at Lantz
since January 1992, the only season
Eastern has made an appearance in
the NCAA tournament. Hopefully for
the Panthers, that’s a common
denominator between this season and
that one.
I never thought I’d see it – and I
certainly never thought I’d say it – but
I was truly impressed with the fan
support Saturday night. I always
imagined what such a small gym like
Lantz would sound like when it’s
packed. Saturday night, I found out.
As I sat on the floor shooting photos for this publication, there were
times where it got so loud and crazy I

Extra Innings

Bill Ruthhart
Sports editor
e-mail: cubrr2@pen.eiu.edu

had trouble holding my camera still
because the floor was shaking so
much. And I wasn’t the only one that
noticed.
“It was a great crowd,” senior
guard Kyle Hill said. “I’ve never seen
both sides, everywhere full. I didn’t
see an open space anywhere.
“When we hit big shots, it roared
and it was great to have them right
behind us,” he said. “When they
(Austin Peay) were at the free throw, I
couldn’t hear anything. The ground
was shaking. It was great.”
Panther head coach Rick Samuels
jokingly urged students to camp out
for good seats to the game. While I
didn’t see any tents, the students did
come out in herds.
“The students were involved and
See RUTHHART Page 9

